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to the analysis of bridges under moving loads
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Abstract

Modal superposition (MS) techniques are widely used in linear dynamic anal-
yses but the study of large structures subject to actions such as long vehicle
convoys is not currently feasible. This work presents an algorithm called MS5
embedded in the Python library MDyn that combines an efficient indexing
strategy to deactivate specific structural nodes and movements with a novel
modal truncation based on a new dynamic participation factor and the vec-
torisation of the MS algorithm. The MS5 is compared with the conventional
MS method, the analytical solution and the commercial finite element soft-
ware ABAQUS in the dynamic analysis of a short-span beam bridge and of a
large cable-stayed bridge under different load scenarios. The results obtained
with MS5 are almost identical to other methods, but it is on average 9 times
faster than the standard MS method. The proposed algorithm is applied to
the study of critical traffic actions in both structures, observing important
dynamic amplification effects for certain convoy arrangements that are able
to trigger resonant responses in the deck. MS5 is also applicable to other
line-like structures such as towers, masts, etc.
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1. Introduction1

The mode superposition (MS) method is widely used in the dynamic2

analysis of structures in elastic range because of its reduced computational3

cost and accuracy compared to the approaches based on the direct integration4

(DI) of the system of dynamics such as the HHT algorithm [1]. Considering a5

structure with N degrees of freedom (DOF), the MS method decomposes the6

N coupled differential equations of motion into a reduced set of J uncoupled7

single-DOF differential equations that are related to the response of each8

vibration mode, which are later superimposed to obtain the total structural9

motion [2]. The reduced computational time of the MS method is due to (1)10

the separate time-history solution of each SDOF equation of motion, and (2)11

the reduction in the size of the problem by including in the analysis only the12

first J vibration modes that are important for the structural response, with13

J < N . This work presents a fast general-purpose MS algorithm developed in14

the high-level programming language Python [3] that exploits the benefits of15

array-based vectorisation, modal truncation, deactivation of structural nodes16

and degrees of freedom.17

Within the field of structural engineering, the MS method is applied to18

solve a large number of dynamic problems involving seismic actions, live19

loads and wind, among others. Camara and Astiz [4] demonstrated that20

the MS method is more accurate than the HHT algorithm in the analysis21

of the elastic seismic response of cable-stayed bridges. This is because the22

MS method avoids introducing artificial period elongations, which can be23

significant in the HHT solution of high-frequency vibrations [1]. Integration24

errors can be reduced or eliminated with DI algorithms based on state-space25

formulations [5, 6], but their computational time can be much higher than26

the one required by MS decoupling techniques in the dynamic analysis of27

structures with a large number of DOF. However, the standard MS method28

is limited by the Caughey-O’Kelly condition, which usually implies stiffness-29

and mass-proportional damping and makes it only applicable to classically30

damped structures. Foss and others [7, 8, 9] extended the standard MS31

approach to include vibration modes with complex values that appear in32

structures with non-classical damping due to the presence of seismic base33

isolation, supplemental energy dissipation devices, etc. [10]. Nevertheless,34

the added complexity of extended MS methods may not be justified in the35

dynamic analysis of conventional structures under service conditions. This is36

particularly the case in the study of traffic-induced vibrations in bridges. In37
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such studies the vehicles or the trains can be defined as moving loads (see e.g.38

[11, 12, 13]), masses (e.g. [14]) or multi-DOF sub-systems (e.g. [15, 16, 17]).39

In most cases, describing the vehicles as moving loads is appropriate if the40

goal is to obtain the global response of the structure and not the assessment41

of the vehicle vibrations.42

None of the above references address the implementation and optimisa-43

tion of the MS analysis in a programming language. This work presents44

different strategies to accelerate the standard MS method, and develops a45

new algorithm referred to as MS5 that exploits the computational efficiency46

of array-based operations in Python [3]. The main novelties of MS5 are the47

vectorisation of the MS algorithm and a selective modal truncation that fil-48

ters the modal matrix with the indices of the relevant vibration modes below49

a certain threshold. These two techniques are combined with an efficient way50

of selecting the relevant parts of the structure in the analysis and the deac-51

tivation of structural motions that are not of interest. The result is a fast52

and accurate MS algorithm implemented in a Python library called MDyn53

that is applied to the analysis of the traffic-induced vibrations in a simply54

supported beam and in a large cable-stayed bridge. The results obtained55

with MS5 are almost identical to those given by the commercial FE software56

ABAQUS [18], and in the case of the simply supported beam they are also57

very close to the existing analytical solution. However, MS5 is on average58

9 times faster than the standard MS solution in the dynamic analysis of59

both structures, and it is mainly thanks to the proposed vectorisation and60

the modal truncation. Finally, MS5 is used to analyse a large number of61

vehicle arrangements, beyond the limits of existing commercial software, and62

it is observed that certain spacing between consecutive trucks can lead to63

significant resonant effects.64

2. Accelerated mode superposition method65

Let’s consider a three-dimensional (3D) structure discretised with beam-66

type elements interconnected at Nn nodes with 6 different types of structural67

movements (SM, three translations and three rotations) per node, giving a68

total of N = 6Nn degrees of freedom (DOF). The equations of motion can be69

obtained by applying the D’Alembert principle in terms of the generalised70

nodal displacements (rs|N×1, with the sub-index product denoting the ar-71

ray dimensions: rows × columns) and their time-derivatives (ṙs|N×1 for the72

velocities and r̈s|N×1 for the accelerations)73
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Msr̈s(t) + Csṙs(t) + Ksrs(t) = Ps(t), (1)

where Ms|N×N , Cs|N×N and Ks|N×N are the mass, damping and stiffness ma-74

trices of the structure; Ps|N×1(t) is the nodal forcing vector, which includes75

the generalised forces in each structural DOF due to e.g. moving vehicles,76

wind, ground motions, etc.; t represents the time. The N×N coupled system77

of equations of motion can be decomposed when it is expressed in the space78

of its N orthogonal vibration mode shapes Φ|N×N = {φ1,φ2, · · · ,φN}, with79

φj|N×1 being the j-th mode shape of the structure. For reasons that will80

become clear in Section 2.3, the rows of the mode shape matrix Φ are conve-81

niently arranged by grouping together the modal coordinates corresponding82

to each SM, as it is illustrated in Fig. 1(a). Φ is obtained from the generalised83

eigenvalue problem84

KsΦ =
(
Ω.2
)T
. ∗ (MsΦ) , (2)

where Ω|N×1 = {ω1, ω2, · · · , ωN}T and ωj is the circular frequency of the j-th85

mode. In this work the matrix-level operators are omitted for convenience86

and the element-level operators are preceded by a dot symbol: consequently,87

in Eq. (2) the operators (.2) and (.*) represent the element-wise square and88

multiplication of each scalar frequency contained in Ω, respectively. Thanks89

to the orthogonality of Φ (and assuming classical damping) Eq. (1) can90

be decoupled into a system of N independent SDOF differential equations.91

The time-history contribution of the j-th vibration mode to the structural re-92

sponse is represented with the modal coordinate qj(t), which can be obtained93

from94

q̈j(t) + 2ξjωj q̇j(t) + ω2
j qj(t) =

φT
j Ps(t)

mj

, (3)

in which ξj and mj are the modal damping ratio and the modal mass of the95

j-th mode, respectively. If the mode shapes are normalised with respect to96

their modal mass: mj = φT
j Msφj = 1. In that case the right hand side97

of this equation, which is referred to as the modal forcing, is simplified as98

Pj(t)|1×1 = φT
j Ps(t). Finally, the response of the structure can be obtained99

by superposition of the modal responses and their time-derivatives100

rs(t) =
N∑
j=1

φjqj(t); ṙs(t) =
N∑
j=1

φj q̇j(t); r̈s(t) =
N∑
j=1

φj q̈j(t). (4)
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Figure 1: Different forms of the mode shape matrix Φ; (a) full matrix and standard modal
truncation; (b) reduced matrix with indexed modal truncation; (c) reduced matrix from
(b) with nodal deactivation; (d) reduced matrix from (c) with deactivation of all the SM
except the third one (example).
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This work presents four ways to accelerate the standard MS method de-101

scribed above, namely the indexed modal truncation, the deactivation of102

nodes and SM, and the array-based vectorised programming of the MS algo-103

rithm. These strategies are implemented as sub-routines in a Python library104

called MDyn, and they are used to analyse the dynamic responses of two105

different bridges subject to traffic actions in Sections 3, 4 and 5.106

2.1. Indexed modal truncation107

One of the advantages of the classical MS method is the ability to describe108

the structural response using a reduced set of J vibration modes, with J < N .109

The value of J depends on the structure and on the response of interest, and it110

is generally considered as an upper bound limit below which all the vibration111

modes are included in the analysis (j = 1, 2, · · · , J), with the modes above112

being removed from the superposition (j = J + 1, · · · , N), see e.g. [19, 20].113

This standard modal truncation approach is illustrated in Fig. 1(a). While it114

can reduce the computational time significantly, it is inadequate in structures115

with a significant number of vibration modes of order lower than J that have116

a negligible contribution to the dynamic response of interest. This is the117

case in many structures, for example in those with interconnected members118

of significantly different stiffnesses (e.g. the deck and the piers of long-span119

cable-supported bridges) or in structures that are much stiffer in one direction120

than in the others (e.g. the vertical response of laterally-flexible buildings,121

wind turbine towers, chimneys or masts).122

An additonal problem of the MS method is related to the selection criteria123

for the vibration modes to be included in the dynamic analysis. This is124

usually done in terms of modal properties that are inherent to the structure125

but independent of the dynamic loads to which it is subject, such as the modal126

participation factors or the modal activated mass. However, these parameters127

can fail to describe the importance of vibration modes in which the mass128

of different parts of the structure moves in opposite direction. That is for129

example the case when considering the influence of antisymmetric or vertical130

modes in the vehicle-induced response of continuous decks. This is illustrated131

in Section 4.1 for a long cable-stayed bridge, where it is also demonstrated132

that moving vehicle actions can excite different vibration modes in a way133

that cannot be captured by the structure-related modal parameters.134

In order to account for dynamic loading effects in the contribution of135

different modes it is proposed here to define a dynamic contribution ratio of136

the vibration mode j in the direction SM at node k as137
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ηkSM,j =
φkSM,j max

t
(qj(t))

max
t

(
rkSM,J(t)

) , (5)

where the numerator represents the peak structural movement at node k in138

the direction SM due to the contribution of the vibration mode k exclusively139

(i.e. only mode k is activated in the MS analysis); the denominator of Eq.140

(5) refers to the peak response at the same node and directon when all the141

vibration modes below a certain threshold J are activated in the MS analysis142

(rkSM,J).143

A selective modal truncation based on the dynamic modal contribution144

factor η is proposed. The idea is to create an index vector jr|Jr×1 that contains145

the order (position) of all the Jr modes below J that are important for the146

response (with Jr ≤ J): jr = {j1
r , j

2
r , · · · , jJrr }T, where jjr is the order of the147

j-th mode that is relevant for the structural response of interest. The index148

vector jr can be defined from the dynamic modal factor η as149

jjr ∈ jr if ηkSM,j ≥ ηmin and if j ≤ J (6)

which means that only the vibration modes below J and for which the dy-150

namic modal contribution is above a certain threshold (ηmin) are considered151

in the MS analysis. This can be implemented in a programming language152

with a for-loop running over all the vibration modes below J , and an inner153

if-statement that checks the values of η in directions (SM) and nodes (k)154

that are of interest to the analyst, grouping them in the vector of indices jr as155

shown in the schematic Python code of Fig. 2(a). It is remarked that jr does156

not need to be sorted in ascending order and its elements are generally not157

consecutive; for example jr = {1, 3, 8}T indicates that only the first, third158

and eighth modes are to be included in the MS analysis. After defining jr the159

full vibration mode matrix (Φ|N×N) can be reduced by isolating the columns160

that correspond to the indices contained in jr, and removing the rest. Anal-161

ogously, the column vectors that include the modal frequencies and their162

time-history coordinates (Ω and q, respectively) are reduced by isolating the163

rows that correspond to the jr indices. In the Python programming language164

these operations are automatic and can be expressed in a compact way as165

Φ̃ = Φ[:, jr]; Ω̃ = Ω[jr]; q̃ = q[jr], (7)
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for j in : # Loop in all modesrange(J)
jr=[]

if  :SM,j
k > min

jr.append(j)

(a)

 
for k in : # Loop in all nodesrange(N )
kr=[]

if  :

kr.append(k)

(b)

n
k in  SelectedNodesNode[ ]

Figure 2: Selection of (a) relevant vibration modes and (b) relevant structural nodes for
the MS analysis in the Python environment. The symbol # indicates that the following
text is a comment in the code.

where Φ̃|N×Jr , Ω̃|Jr×1 and q̃|Jr×1 are the indexed mode-truncated arrays (ma-166

trices or vectors) with the modal shapes, frequencies and time-history coor-167

dinates, respectively; ‘[]’ represents the array indexing and ‘:’ calls all the168

elements in the corresponding direction (rows or columns). The proposed169

indexed modal truncation is illustrated in Fig. 1(b), where the potential re-170

duction of the size of the problem compared with the classical truncation in171

Fig. 1(a) can be appreciated.172

2.2. Deactivation of nodes in the FE model173

Previous attempts to reduce the total number of DOF (N) involved in the174

MS analysis focused on reducing the size of the structural model from which175

Φ is extracted. This has been done by reducing the number of DOF per176

element in the FE model from which the modal properties of the structure177

are extracted, or by increasing its mesh size. However, simplifying the FE178

model may affect the accuracy of the modal properties extracted from it,179

and therefore the MS results. In other cases there may be elements that180

can affect significantly the global structural response but that do not need181

to be included in the MS analysis because (1) they are not subject to any182

direct dynamic action, and (2) their response is not required or it can be183

calculated indirectly from the responses of other structural nodes included184

in the analysis. This is for example the case of cable elements or the non-185

structural masses in buildings or in bridges.186

This problem can be alleviated by removing certain groups of nodes from187

the dynamic analysis after conducting the modal study, where all the nec-188

essary detail and mesh refinement is included in the FE model to extract189

the modal information (Φ and Ω) accurately. Following this modal study,190

the time-history analysis concentrates on the group of Kr nodes of the struc-191

ture where the dynamic actions are applied and/or output is required. Be-192
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cause Kr < Nn, the number of rows in Φ for the MS analysis is reduced,193

and the MS solver and the post-processing of the results are faster. This194

is implemented in the proposed MS framework by creating an index vector195

kr|Kr×1 = {k1
r , k

2
r , · · · , kKr

r }T in which kkr is the order of the k-th structural196

node to be included in the MS analysis. Fig. 2(b) shows a Python code that197

creates the vector kr, where Node and SelectedNodes are lists that con-198

tain the numbers of all the nodes in the FE model and the numbers of those199

that will remain active in the subsequent MS dynamic analysis, respectively.200

Other conditions can be included to obtain kr, for example including only201

nodes that satisfy a particular geometric condition. If there are 6 SM per202

node, the reduced mode shape matrix after the proposed nodal deactivation203

(without modal truncation) is given automatically as Φ|6Kr×N [kr, :]. Fig.204

1(c) shows the reduced matrix after both the indexed modal truncation and205

the nodal deactivation are applied, which can be expressed as206

Φ̂ = Φ̃[kr, :] = Φ[kr, jr], (8)

where Φ̂|6Kr×Jr is the reduced mode shape matrix that results from both207

operations.208

One of the benefits of the proposed nodal deactivation at the MS level209

is that the modal analysis can be obtained from a very refined FE model210

without affecting significantly the computational time. This is because the211

modal analysis only needs to be conducted once and then it can be used in212

the subsequent MS dynamic analysis with different loading parameters (e.g.213

different wind speeds, vehicle velocities or earthquake records), without the214

need to perform the modal analysis again.215

2.3. Deactivation of structural movements (SM)216

The total number of DOF involved in the MS analysis and also in its217

postprocessing can be reduced further if certain SM that are not of interest218

and that are not directly involved in the forcing vector can be ignored (or219

deactivated) in the dynamic analysis. For example, this is beneficial in the220

study of a straight bridge deck subject to vehicles moving without eccentric-221

ity, where only the vertical displacement of the deck is of interest and other222

SM can be ignored. The SM deactivation is also applicable in buildings under223

wind excitation if only the along- and across-wind responses are needed, in224

which case the vertical movement of the structural nodes and their rotations225

around the two horizontal axes could be ignored.226
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To this end, it is proposed to conduct the modal analysis from a fully227

3D FE model (with three translational and three rotational SM per node in228

beam-like models), perform the indexed truncation and the nodal deactiva-229

tion to obtain the reduced mode matrix Φ̂, and finally include in the MS230

analysis only the rows of the mode matrix that correspond to the relevant231

SM. This is facilitated by arranging the mode shape vectors φj so that the232

DOF related to the same SM appear as a horizontal block of consequtive rows233

in Φ̂, as shown in Fig. 1. If the number of interesting structural movements234

is SMa, the reduced mode matrix is Φ̂|SMaKr×Jr , which can be significantly235

smaller than its original size Φ̂|N×N , with N = 6Nn (6 ≥ SMa, Nn ≥ Kr236

and N ≥ Jr). Fig. 1(d) shows as an example how the mode shape matrix237

is reduced if only the vertical response (SM 3) of the sub-set of Kr nodes is238

of interest (i.e. SMa = 1 and Φ̂|Kr×Jr). It should be mentioned that even239

if certain SM are deactivated in the MS analysis, they are considered in the240

preceding modal study and therefore the active modal components included241

in the reduced matrix Φ̂ indirectly account for those SM.242

2.4. Vectorisation with array-based programming243

The conventional implementation of the MS method in a computer pro-244

gram has an outer for-loop that ranges over time (t) and an inner loop that245

ranges over the vibration modes (j), as it is conceptually described in Fig.246

3(a). However, codes with nested loops are inefficient in the study of large247

problems and they can be significantly accelerated if they are vectorised.248

The idea is to substitute the j-loop in the standard MS method by array-249

based operations as shown in Fig 3(b), which adopts the Python environment250

without losing generality.251

Comparing the two codes in Fig. 3 it can be seen that both start by load-252

ing the numpy library (which contains a large number of built-in numerical253

operations), and then creating the analysis time vector (tv) and zero-valued254

variables that will contain the modal properties and the structural responses255

(memory allocation). The first difference between the two codes appears256

at the calculation of the modal properties for each vibration mode. The257

non-vectorised code loops over all the Jr modes to be considered in the MS258

method (Lines 3-6 in Fig. 3(a)) to obtain each component of the reduced259

modal mass (M̃), damping (C̃) and stiffness (K̃) vectors by means of scalar260

operations: M̃ = {m1, · · · ,mJr}T (in which M̃ = 1 if the modes are mass-261

normalised), C̃ = {2ξ1ω1, · · · , 2ξJrωJr}T, and K̃ = {ω2
1, · · · , ω2

Jr
}T. On the262
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for t in range(len(t )):v # Loop in time

tv=np.arange(0.,t     ,   )max t

import numpy as np

for j in jr

 

: # Loop in mode

=np.zeros(K *SM )r a # Initialise forcing 

# Nodal force calculation goes here ... 

P=Pv+Pw+Pe+

# Time vector

# Initialise response
   at time 

r     =np.zeros((K  ,1))rs

# Modal properties:
# Memory allocation goes here ...

[j]M # Modal mass

# Modal damping

# Modal stiffness

K,a,b,q =

[1]

[2]

[4]

# Modal properties:
  =np.ones(J ,1) M r # Modal mass
 =2*np.multiply(  ,   )C # Modal damping

K # Modal stiffness =np.multiply(   ,   )

for j in jr: # Loop in mode

=1
[j]C =2
[j]K =

jj* *

j*j

InitVNewmark(    ,other args.)

qj,qj qj,  =... #Scalar solution Eq. (3)

tv[t]

[t]
r     =np.zeros((K  ,1))rs[t]
r     =np.zeros((K  ,1))rs[t]

r     s[t] =r     s[t] +

 =np.dot(np.transpose(   ),  ) P P

qj

r     s[t] =r     s[t] +

r     s[t] =r     s[t] +

[3]

[5]

[6]

[7]

[8]

[9]

[10]

[11]

[12]

[13]

[14]

[15]

[16]

[17]

(a)

for t in range(len(t )):v # Loop in time

tv=np.arange(0.,t     ,   )max t

import numpy as np

P=Pv+Pw+Pe+

# Time vector
# Memory allocation goes here ...

[1]

[2]

[5]

r     s[t] =np.dot(   ,  )q

[4]

[6]

[8]

(b)

P vP wP= =

#If  

# Initialise Newmark:

P =np.zeros0 ((   ,1))Jr # Initialise modal force

P0

=VNewmark(                     ,other args.)P P0, ,q q q, ,
#Newmark solution to Eq. (3) for all the modes 

*
qj*
qj*

r     s[t] =np.dot(   ,  )q

r     s[t] =np.dot(   ,  )q

P0
 =P

# Structural response

[7]

[9]

[10]

[11]

[12]

[13]

[14]

[15]

[16]

[17]tv[t]at time

# Structural response
tv[t]at time

after loop j is exhausted

=np.zeros(K *SM )r a # Initialise forcing P vP wP= =

j

j

j

j

[18]

  

[3]

s

s # Total nodal fording

# Total nodal forcing

 =np.dot(np.transpose(   ),        Pj Ps M / [j])
# Modal forcing:

 =np.dot(np.transpose(   ),        Pj Pj s)
#

# If M =1

s

s

s

# Modal forcing:
 =np.dot(np.transpose(   ),      ) P P M /s

M =1

# 

# Nodal force calculation goes here ... 

0

K a b q     0, , ,

Figure 3: Conceptual implementation of the MS method in Python programming: (a)
without vectorisation; (b) proposed vectorisation. The symbol # indicates that the fol-
lowing text is a comment in the code.
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other hand, the vectorised code calculates the same modal properties in single263

array-based operations (Lines 4-6 in Fig. 3(b)).264

However, the calculations performed within the time-loop are more im-265

portant from the point of view of the computational time. In the t-th time-266

step of the analysis, corresponding to the same component of the time vector267

(tv), the non-vectorised code first initialises the structural response vectors268

for the selected Kr nodes (r̂s(t) and its time-derivatives), as shown in Lines269

9-11 of Fig. 3(a). Then it calculates the forcing in each node of the selected270

sub-set of structural members (P̂s), and it repeats for each of the selected271

Jr vibration modes (1) the calculation of the modal forcing (Pj in Line 14272

of Fig. 3(a)), (2) the solution of the SDOF differential Eq. (3) to obtain273

the corresponding modal coordinates (qj), and (3) the superposition of the274

contribution of each mode to the structural response (Lines 16-18 of Fig.275

3(a)). On the other hand, the proposed vectorisation avoids iterating over276

the selected set of Jr vibration modes in each step of the time-loop. To this277

end, after P̂s is computed the modal forcing for all the selected vibration278

modes is obtained directly as the vector P̃|Jr×1 = {P1, · · · , PJr}T with279

P̃ = Φ̃TP̂s./M̃, (9)

in which the element-wise division (./) does not need to be performed if280

the mode shapes are mass-normalised, as shown in Line 12 of Fig. 3(b).281

With the modal forcing for the previous and the current time-steps in vector282

format (P̃0 and P̃, respectively), the array with the modal coordinates of all283

the relevant vibration modes (q̃) can be obtained by solving simultaneously284

the set of Eq. (3) using a vectorised version of the non-iterative Newmark-β285

method. The calculation of q̃ at any time-step with the vectorised Newmark-286

β method requires the computation of the following Jr × 1-arrays287

¨̃q0 =
(
P̃0 − C̃. ∗ ˙̃q0 − K̃. ∗ q̃0

)
./M̃, (10a)

288

K̄ = K̃ +
γ

β∆t
C̃ +

1

β∆t2
M̃, (10b)

289

a =
1

β∆t
M̃ +

γ

β
C̃, (10c)

290

b =
1

2β
M̃ + ∆t

(
γ

2β
− 1

)
C̃, (10d)

291
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in which ¨̃q0 is the array with the modal accelerations at the end of the previ-292

ous analysis step; ∆t is the analysis time-step; γ and β are scalars that define293

the Newmark integration (taken in this work as 0.25 and 0.5, respectively).294

In the vectorised MS algorithm the arrays ¨̃q0, K̄, a and b are obtained at295

the start of each time-step by calling the function InitVNewmark (Line 9296

of Fig. 3(b)), and they are used as inputs for the non-iterative Newmark-β297

array-based calculation of the modal coordinates q̃ and their time-derivatives298

in incremental form299

∆P =
(
P̃− P̃0

)
+ a. ∗ ˙̃q0 + b. ∗ ¨̃q0, (11a)

300

∆q̃ = ∆P./K̄, (11b)
301

∆˙̃q =
γ

β∆t
∆q̃− γ

β
˙̃q0 + ∆t

(
1− γ

2β

)
¨̃q0, (11c)

302

∆¨̃q =
1

β∆t2
∆q̃− 1

β∆t
˙̃q0 −

1

2β
¨̃q0, (11d)

303

q̃ = q̃0 + ∆q̃; ˙̃q = ˙̃q0 + ∆˙̃q; ¨̃q = ¨̃q0 + ∆¨̃q, (11e)

304

where q̃0 and ˙̃q0 are the arrays with the modal displacements and velocities at305

the end of the previous analysis step. The solution of Eq. (11) is obtained in306

the vectorised MS algorithm by calling the function VNewmark in Line 13 of307

Fig. 3(b), whose Python code is included in Appendix A. Compared with the308

classical Newmark-β algorithm (see e.g. [21]), its vectorised form proposed309

in Eqs. (10) and (11) handles arrays with element-wise operations to give310

the modal coordinates of all the selected modes, instead of a single scalar311

value. Finally, in the vectorised MS method the sum of the contributions of312

the Jr relevant vibration modes is obtained by expressing Eq. (4) in matrix313

form in Lines 14-16314

r̂s(t) = Φ̂q̃(t); ˙̂rs(t) = Φ̂ ˙̃q(t); ¨̂rs(t) = Φ̂¨̃q(t). (12)

It is noted that the vector with the loads and moments in each of the315

selected nodes (P̂s) is represented with generality as the sum of the external316

actions induced by moving vehicles (P̂v), wind (P̂w), earthquakes (P̂e), etc.317

These actions may also involve interaction with the structural movement and318

feedback. However, this work focuses on the optimisation of the MS solver,319

and the detailed treatment of the nodal forcing is out of its scope.320
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2.5. Summary of the accelerating MS techniques and analysis flow of MDyn321

The standard MS solution without any of the proposed acceleration tech-322

niques is referred to as MS0, and the algorithm that combines all of them323

is called MS5. In addition, the modal truncation, nodal deactivation, SM324

deactivation and vectorisation techniques have been implemented separately325

in order to explore their influence on the computational efficiency and ac-326

curacy of the MS method. All the MS approaches have been implemented327

as subroutines in a Python library called MDyn and they are summarised328

in Table 1. The general analysis flow of MDyn is as follows: first the solu-329

tion of the generalised eigenvalue problem is obtained from a commercial FE330

package like ABAQUS [18]. After this, an in-house Python script converts331

the FE results into plain text files that include the J mode shape vectors332

normalised with respect to their modal masses (φj) and their frequencies ωj.333

These files are used as the only structure-related input for MDyn, which then334

performs the modal filtering (Fig. 2(a)), nodal deactivation (Fig. 2(b)) and335

SM deactivation to build the reduced mode matrix Φ̂. In addition, informa-336

tion about the dynamic loading is included in MDyn before the time-history337

analysis described in Fig. 3 starts.338

MS0 MS1 MS2 MS3 MS4 MS5
Modal truncation - X - - - X
Nodal deactivation - - X - - X
SM deactivation - - - X - X
Vectorisation - - - - X X

Table 1: Different MS algorithms implemented in MDyn.

3. Case study 1: Simply supported bridge339

3.1. Analytical solution340

This section considers a moving load P travelling with constant speed V341

along the centreline of a straight simply supported bridge (SSB) of span L.342

Ignoring the shear deformation and assuming that the load enters the bridge343

at t = 0 s when it is at rest, the dynamic response at midspan is given by344

MS [13]345
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rZd (t)

rZs
=

N∑
j=1

{
1

j4
√

(1− V̄ 2
j )2 + (2ξjV̄j)2sin(V̄jωjt)−
V̄j√

1− ξ2
j

eξjωjt sin
(
ωjt
√

1− ξ2
j

)}, (13)

where rZs = PL3/48EI is the maximum static displacement at midspan; EI346

is the vertical flexural stiffness of the deck; V̄j = Ωj/ωj is the non-dimensional347

speed and Ωj = jπV L is the driving excitation frequency with respect to the348

j-th vibration mode of the structure. The circular frequencies of the vertical349

vibration modes in a SSB are defined as350

ωj = j2π2

√
EI

µL4
, (14)

in which µ is the mass of the deck per unit length.351

Eq. (13) is only valid when the load is on the SSB, i.e. if t ≤ L/V . When352

t > L/V , the free-vibration response at midspan is given in [13] as:353

rZd (t) =
N∑
j=1

Xje
−ξjωjt sin(jπ/2) sin(ωd,jt− ϕj), (15)

where ωd,j = ωj
√

1− ξ2
j is the j-th damped frequency and Xj is the ampli-354

tude of its contribution to the free-vibration of the structure, which is355

Xj =

−2PV̄j

√
1 + e2c − 2ec cos(jπ) cos

(
jπ

V̄j

√
1− ξ2

j

)
µLω2

j

√
(1− ξ2

j )[(1− V̄ 2
j )2 + (2ξjV̄j)2]

, (16)

and ϕj is the phase angle of the free-vibration response corresponding to the356

j-th mode357

ϕj = tan−1

 −ec sin

(
jπ

V̄j

√
1− ξ2

j

)
cos(jπ)− ec cos

(
jπ

V̄j

√
1− ξ2

j

)
 , (17)
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Figure 4: Elevation and deck cross-section of the proposed simply supported bridge (SSB).
Dimensions in meters.

with c = −ξjjπ/V̄j.358

3.2. Numerical model of the SSB, loading and analysis characteristics359

The proposed SSB is a typical 40-m span composite bridge with vertical360

flexural stiffness EI = 9.97 GNm2 and distributed mass µ = 18455 kg/m.361

Fig. 4 shows the elevation and the cross-section of the bridge with the load362

at its centreline. A detailed description of the geometry of this bridge is363

included in [22].364

The numerical model of the SSB is built in the commercial FE software365

ABAQUS [18] using 3D beam elements with linear interpolation of the cur-366

vature and without shear deformation. The model includes a total of 100367

elements to discretise the deck. This relatively fine mesh is adequate to368

represent the first 9 vibration modes with vertical flexure of the deck. The369

vibration of the bridge in the other directions is prevented by fixing the lon-370

gitudinal and the transverse movements in all the nodes of the FE model,371

as well as their torsional rotation. The fundamental mode has a frequency372

of f1 = 1.91 Hz and it involves a single vertical wave of the deck. The last373

mode of interest is the 9-th, which represents a high-order vertical flexure374

of the deck with a frequency of 139.17 Hz. This mode requires a time-step375

of ∆t = 0.7 ms in the dynamic analysis to obtain at least 10 results in one376

of its full oscillation cycles. The damping ratio is ξj = 0.5% in all the vi-377

bration modes, which is in agreement with EN1991-2 [23] and with previous378

research works (e.g. [17, 16]). The calculations are conducted with the an-379

alytical expressions (13) and (15), and also numerically using the full-FE380

MS method implemented in ABAQUS and the proposed MS algorithms in381

Python (MDyn).382

The load scenarios considered in the study of the SSB include a moving383

load of P = 182.5 kN travelling with a constant speed of V = 100 km/h384
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(case A1), or with a constant speed that ranges from V = 5 to 250 km/h,385

each 1 km/h (i.e. 246 analysis with different speeds, case A2), as described386

in Table 2. The analysis stops after the vehicle leaves the SSB and travels387

further a distance equals to its span in order to give enough time for the free388

vibrations to develop; in the analysis case A1 this means that the simulation389

time is tmax = 2.88 s (giving 4115 analysis steps), whereas in the case A2 tmax390

varies from 57.6 s to 1.15 s for the lower and the upper values of the vehicle391

speed range considered, respectively (resulting 82286 and 1646 time-steps in392

the analysis of vehicles moving with these two extreme velocity values). The393

definition of the nodal forcing due to moving loads (Pv) in ABAQUS and in394

MDyn is based on the time-dependent nodal amplitude factors described in395

[24]. However, ABAQUS requires the loads to be created before the dynamic396

analysis in all the nodes of the deck, and then to be associated with their397

corresponding amplitude factors to interpolate the position of the moving398

forces at each time-step. This leads to load files that can be significantly399

large (particularly in long structures like the one presented in Section 4) and400

it increases the pre-calculation time in ABAQUS. On the other hand, MDyn401

considers that Pv = 0 in all the nodes except from those belonging to the402

beam element of the deck that is under the moving load at each time-step.403

Case study Label Traffic scenario
SSB A1 Single load P moving at V = 100 km/h

A2 Single load P moving at 246 different speeds
CSB B1 Single H20-44 truck moving at V = 100 km/h

B2 Single H20-44 truck moving at 10 different speeds
B3 Convoy of 10 H20-44 trucks moving at 10 speeds

Table 2: Traffic scenarios considered in the two case studies of this work.

3.3. Numerical versus analytical solution404

Considering the load case A1, Fig. 5 compares the time-history of the405

vertical displacement of the bridge at midspan (rZd ) obtained analytically,406

with ABAQUS (full-FE solution) and with the standard MS0 algorithm in407

MDyn. The static deflection at midspan (rZs ) is also included in this figure.408

It is observed that the two numerical solutions (ABAQUS and MS0) are409

almost identical and they are very close to the analytical result, particularly410

when only the fundamental mode of the bridge is included in the analysis411

(i.e. J = 1), as shown in Fig. 5(a). Considering the effect of the vibration412
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Figure 5: Time-history of the vertical displacement of the SSB at midspan including; (a)
only the fundamental mode (J = 1), (b) the first 9 modes (J = 9). Load case A1.

modes up to the 9-th (J = 9) the maximum difference between the analytical413

and the numerical results increases to 8% (Fig. 5(b)). This is attributed to414

the mesh-sensitivity of the modal shapes of high-order vibration modes in415

the FE model, and it can be reduced with a finer mesh discretisation.416

Considering load case A2, the ratio between the peak dynamic displace-417

ment and the maximum static deflection at midspan R = rZd,max/r
Z
s is given418

in Fig. 6 for a wide range of vehicle speeds. The results include the contri-419

bution of high-order modes (J = 9) and distinguish the factor R obtained420

during the forced response (i.e. when the load is on the bridge) or in the421

free-vibration stage. The solutions obtained with ABAQUS and with all the422

MS algorithms in MDyn are superimposed, and they are generally very close423

to the analytical result. The largest differences between the analytical and424

the numerical solutions are observed in the forced response factors close to425

the velocities for which the response is minimum (cancellation velocities).426

The highest cancellation speed of the forced response occurs at V ≈ 100427

km/h with the analytical solution, whilst this velocity is V ≈ 110 km/h428

in ABAQUS and in MDyn. However, the local maxima of the forced and429

the free responses that occur between consecutive cancellation speeds is very430

close in the numerical and in the analytical methods.431

Table 3 presents the process (CPU) time required to complete the analysis432

with different MS methods in a Workstation with 32GB of installed RAM433

and a processor Intel Xeon with 2.4 GHz. In load cases A1 and A2 the434

standard MS0 algorithm implemented in Python (without considering any of435
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Figure 6: Response factors at the midspan section of the SSB in load case A3 (J = 9).

the four accelerating strategies) is approximately 13 times faster than the full-436

FE analysis. However, the comparisons between the standard MS algorithm437

in Python and the MS analysis in ABAQUS are given in this paper only438

for illustration purposes, because the latter includes the time required to439

perform internal checks that are associated with commercial software but440

are not present in MDyn. In addition, the comparison with the ABAQUS441

CPU time includes the time required to generate the nodal load time-histories442

that represent the vehicle motion, which is not needed in MDyn. For this443

reason the reference CPU time considered for comparison in this work is444

the one associated with the standard MS0 in Python. This can be further445

reduced with the indexed modal truncation (MS1) following the analysis of446

the dynamic contribution of each mode. However, in this simply supported447

structure it is clear that odd-numbered symmetric modes are the only ones448

with contribution to the response at midspan, and therefore the symmetric449

modes below the 9-th can be the only ones considered in the analysis: jr =450

{1, 3, 5, 7, 9}T. It is verified that the results at the midspan section obtained451

with the MS1 indexed modal selection (Jr = 5) are identical to those with452

the MS0 classical truncation (J = 9). Nevertheless, the number of modes453
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considered in MS1 is 44.4% smaller than in MS0 for this case study, which454

results in a reduction of the CPU time of 35% and 40% in load cases A1 and455

A2, respectively. Note that the MS2 method is not considered in this case456

study because all the nodes in the SSB model are directly affected by the457

moving load and therefore it is not possible to apply the nodal deactivation.458

Case MDyn
study Label Full-FE MS0 MS1 MS2 MS3 MS4 MS5
SSB A1 0.3 (0.03) 0.026 0.017 - 0.022 0.008 0.005

A2 165.9 (15.0) 12.35 7.40 - 9.01 3.76 1.98

Table 3: CPU time in minutes for all the analysis cases in the SSB solved with different
methods. The values between brackets represent the additional time required to generate
the nodal load time-histories for the full-FE analysis in ABAQUS. Results obtained using
a Workstation with 32GB of installed RAM and a processor Intel Xeon with 2.4 GHz.

The SM deactivation (MS3) is implemented in this case study by reduc-459

ing the DOF of the Nn = 101 nodes of the beam model from SM = 6 (3460

displacements and 3 rotations) to SMa = 1 (the vertical displacement) in the461

dynamic analysis. Therefore, with the proposed SM deactivation in MS3 the462

size of the mode matrix Φ̂ is reduced to SMaNn × J = 909, which is 83%463

smaller than the size of the original Φ in MS0 (SMNn × J = 5454). How-464

ever, the results in Table 3 indicate that the SM deactivation makes the MS3465

algorithm only 15% and 27% faster than the standard MS0 in load cases A1466

and A2, respectively. It is observed that the benefit of the SM deactivation467

is below the one obtained by reducing the size of the inner j-loop in Fig. 3(a)468

with the indexed modal truncation in MS1. The influence of the inner loop469

in the CPU time is more evident when MS0 (non-vectorised) is compared470

with MS4 (its vectorised counterpart described in Fig. 3(b)), which is 70%471

faster in both load cases. Finally, the algorithm MS5 combines all the pos-472

sible accelerating techniques and it reduces the computational effort by 81%473

and 84% compared with MS0 in load cases A1 and A2, respectively. If the474

CPU time in MS5 is compared with the full-FE solution the reduction of the475

calculation time is above 98% in both load cases. This allows to analyse the476

response of the bridge under a large number of traffic cases, as it is explored477

in Section 5.478
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Figure 7: Elevation and deck cross-section of the Queensferry cable-stayed bridge (CSB).
Dimensions in meters.

4. Case study 2: cable-stayed bridge479

The second case study considers the Queensferry Bridge in Scotland, il-480

lustrated in Fig. 7. The structure is a continuous cable-stayed bridge (CSB)481

with two main spans of 650 m each supported by a central plane of cables.482

The 4.9-m deep cross-section of the cable-stayed deck is a metallic box closed483

by a 39.8-m wide concrete slab. The deck is 2643-m long and it has two car-484

riageways, each one with two road lanes. The abutments, the piers (P1 -485

P10) and the towers restrain the vertical, the transverse and the torsional486

movements of the deck, with the exception of the side towers (T1 and T3 in487

Fig. 7) that allow the free vertical movement of the deck. The central tower488

(T2) is fully fixed to the girder at their connection.489

The vehicle considered in this case study is the 4-wheeled H20-44 truck490

defined by AASHTO [25], which combines both heavy vehicle weight (18.6491

t) and potentially high velocities. The dimensions of the truck and its load492

distribution are included in Fig. 7, where Pf = 17.8 kN and Pr = 71.2 kN493

represent the load of each front and rear wheel, respectively, and Lf = Lr =494

2.135 m refer to their corresponding longitudinal distances to the centroid of495

the vehicle. The transverse distance between wheels is cv = 2.05 m and the496

total length of the truck is 8.53 m, with the front wheels separated 1.7 m from497

the vehicle front. The vehicle moves in the positive X direction following a498

straight path centered in the outer lane of the carriageway to maximise the499

torsional response of the deck, with the centroid of the truck separated 11.45500

m from the midplane of the bridge.501
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4.1. FE model and modal analysis502

The MS solutions are based on the vibration mode shapes and modal503

properties obtained from the FE model of the structure, which was conducted504

in ABAQUS. The deck and the towers were defined using a combination of505

linear beam elements and lumped masses that represent the cable anchorages,506

the barriers and other relevant dead loads. The deck is discretised with 229507

beam elements that have a typical length of approximately 10 m, whilst508

each reinforced concrete tower is divided in 27 beam elements that represent509

their variable cross-section. The v-shaped reinforced concrete piers P3-P9 are510

discretised with the same type of beam elements. The cables are modelled511

using single truss elements with reduced (Ernst) elasticity moduli to account512

for cable-sag effects. The FE model includes a total of 1380 nodes and 1601513

elements. The structural movements in the longitudinal (traffic), transverse514

and vertical directions are referred to as SM = 1, 2, 3, respectively, and the515

rotations in the corresponding axes are SM = 4, 5, 6.516

From the modal analysis conducted in the FE model, the fundamental517

mode of the bridge has a frequency f1 = 0.15 Hz and it is shown in Fig.518

8(a). This mode involves the vertical flexure of the two main spans, as519

well as the longitudinal movement of the three towers. In this structure the520

vibration mode threshold is initially set as J = 557, which is the order of521

the highest vibration mode with a frequency below 20 Hz (this is a common522

frequency limit in Civil Engineering structures). Fig. 8 compares the relative523

contribution of the first 30 vibration modes of the CSB calculated with the524

proposed dynamic contribution factor ηkSM,j and with the relative effective525

modal mass526

m̄eff
SM,j =

meff
SM,j

J∑
j=1

meff
SM,j

=

(
φT
j MsιSM

)2

mj

J∑
j=1

meff
SM,j

(18)

where ιSM|N×1 is the displacement vector of the structure when a unit move-527

ment is imposed at all its supports in direction SM; mj = φT
j Msφj is the528

j-th modal mass. It can be observed from Eq. (18) that the relative effective529

modal mass is not particularised at any structural node, and it depends only530

on the properties of the structure and not on the dynamic actions applied,531

unlike the proposed dynamic contribution factor ηkSM,j in Eq. (5). The values532

of ηkSM,j are obtained with the algorithm MS4 under the traffic case B1 de-533

scribed in Table 2, and they show in Fig. 8(a) the large participation of the534
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fundamental mode (j = 1) in the vertical response of the bridge (SM = 3)535

at midspan D1. However, the effective mass activated by the first mode in536

the vertical direction is null because the mass of the deck moving upwards537

in the first main span compensates the mass moving downwards in the sec-538

ond main span. Therefore, the proposed dynamic factor η can identify the539

contribution of vibration modes to the vehicle-induced response better than540

traditional modal factors like m̄eff. This is also noticed in the modal contri-541

bution to the torsional response of the deck (SM=4) presented in Fig. 8(b);542

η clearly identifies the first symmetric and antisymmetric torsional modes543

of the deck at the two main spans (Modes 11 and 12, respectively) as the544

dominant modes, but this information is lost by m̄eff
SM=4,j due to the large545

contribution of the lateral movement of the towers to the rotational mass546 ∑J
1 m

eff
SM=4,j. The effect is attributed to the larger distributed mass in the547

towers compared with the deck, and makes it difficult to establish valid modal548

selection criteria based on m̄eff. Consequently, only η is used hereinafter to549

identify the dominant modes of the bridge for the traffic-induced vibrations,550

imposing a limit ηmin = 0.1% below which vibration modes are discarded for551

the subsequent MS analysis.552

Fig. 9 shows the dynamic participation factor η of all the modes below553

20 Hz. It is observed that all the vibration modes above 9.1 Hz (which is the554

frequency of the 281-th mode) have a contribution that is below ηmin = 0.1%555

of the total response (rkSM,J). Fig. 9(a) also indicates that the fundamental556

mode alone contributes to more than 60% of the total vertical deck displace-557

ment at second midspan (Point D2 in Figs. 7 and 9(a)), but clusters of558

vibration modes between 0.15 Hz and 2.7 Hz also have a significant contribu-559

tion to the response. The importance of high-order modes is stronger for the560

torsional response of the deck in this CSB, as shown in Fig. 9(a). However,561

the longitudinal movement at the top of the three towers (points TT1, TT2562

and TT3) can be captured with relatively few low-order vibration modes due563

their large flexibility, as shown in Fig. 9(b). This figure includes the shape564

of the 139-th mode (3.9 Hz), which is the highest-order vibration mode with565

a relative contribution to the total response of the towers above ηmin = 0.1%.566

The study of η results in the definition of the index vector jr for the MS1567

modal selection, as described in Section 2.1. This modal study also concludes568

that the order of the highest mode of interest from the point of view of the569

global vehicle-induced vibrations in the CSB is 281, which is set as the new570

threshold: J = 281.571
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4.2. MS acceleration strategies in the study of the CSB572

The full-FE solution in ABAQUS includes in the analysis the first 281573

vibration modes, which are also considered in the MDyn strategies without574

indexed modal truncation (MS0, MS2, MS3 and MS4). The time-step of the575

analysis is ∆t = 0.01 s to have at least 10 analysis results in each cycle of the576

highest mode of interest (9.1 Hz). The structural damping ratio is considered577

to be constant and equal to ξj = 0.5% for all the modes.578

The full-FE MS analysis incorporates all the nodes in the model (Nn =579

1380), with 5748 DOF and a mode matrix Φ|5748×281 that has 16.15·105 modal580

components. On the other hand, the standard MS0 algorithm in MDyn does581

not consider in the dynamic analysis the parts of the structure that are not582

object of study and that are not subject to the direct vehicle actions, namely583

the cables (192 truss elements), the intermediate piers P3-P9 (126 beam584

elements), and the masses describing the deck barriers and the anchorages585

in the deck and in the towers (844 lumped mass elements). This results in586

a reduced set of Nn = 314 nodes connected by beam elements. Each node587

has 6 active DOF (SM = 6) and therefore the dynamic problem in MS0 has588

1884 DOF in total, giving a matrix Φ|1884×281 composed of 5.29·105 modal589

components. Consequently, MS0 reduces the size of Φ by 67.2% compared590

with the full-FE solution. In addition to this, the following strategies are591

adopted in the CSB to improve the performance of the MS algorithms in592

MDyn:593

• Indexed modal truncation (MS1): only the vibration modes with rel-594

ative contributions to the movements at the reference points D1, D2,595

TT1, TT2 and TT3 that are above 0.1% are included; i.e. jr contains596

only the modes for which η > ηmin = 0.1% in Fig. 9, in any direction.597

This strategy reduces the number of vibration modes to be included598

in the analysis from J = 281 (standard modal truncation in MS0) to599

Jr = 112 (indexed modal truncation). Therefore, the reduced mode600

matrix is Φ̃|1884×112 and contains 2.11·105 modal components.601

• Nodal deactivation (MS2): only the deck is considered (230 nodes) and602

the towers (84 nodes) are eliminated from the dynamic analysis, hence603

the reduced mode matrix Φ̂|1380×281 has 3.88·105 modal components.604

• SM deactivation (MS3): instead of considering 6 DOF per node in605

the beam elements (SM = 6), only the degrees of freedom that are606
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directly excited by the traffic actions are included in the analysis,607

namely the vertical displacement (rZ) and the torsional rotation (rXX).608

Consequently, SMa = 2 and the number of DOF in the problem is609

2× 314 = 628, which results in a mode matrix Φ|628×281 with 1.76·105
610

modal components.611

• Vectorisation (MS4): with this strategy the nested loop in the MS612

algorithm is replaced by a simple time-loop, keeping the size of the613

problem unchanged with respect to MS0: i.e. Φ|1184×281, with 5.29·105
614

modal components.615

• Combination of the four strategies (MS5): combining MS1 to MS3 the616

size of the problem is reduced to 2×230 = 460 DOF and 0.5·105 modal617

components (Φ̂|460×112). Note that MS5 also includes vectorisation.618

4.3. Single truck moving at constant speed; load case B1619

The analysis of the CSB starts considering the load case B1 in Table 2. It620

consists of a single H20-44 truck crossing the bridge with a constant velocity621

of V = 100 km/h.622

Fig. 10 compares the time-history of the responses at the reference points623

of the deck and the towers obtained with the full-FE solution and with MDyn.624

The responses obtained with any of the MS algorithm variations included in625

Table 1 are almost identical, but the movement of the towers is not obtained626

in the cases for which deactivation of all the nodes apart from the deck627

is considered (MS2 and MS5). Fig. 10 shows that the solutions obtained628

with the full-FE analysis and with the proposed MS algorithms are super-629

imposed. Both capture accurately the movement of the deck at point D1,630

which presents its maximum downward deflection (Fig. 10(a)) and torsional631

rotation (Fig. 10(b)) at t = 44.78 s, when the rear wheels of the truck (Pr)632

are located at this point of the deck. The deformed configurations of the633

bridge obtained with ABAQUS and with MS4 at this particular instant are634

presented in Fig. 11, showing good consistency in the entire structure. It635

should be noted that the cable elements and the lateral edges of the deck636

illustrated in the MS4 solution are introduced for visualisation purposes in637

this figure; as it was explained previously these elements were not included638

in the MDyn analysis.639

The longitudinal and the transverse responses of the towers obtained with640

MDyn and with ABAQUS are also coincident, as shown in Figs. 10(c) and641
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Figure 10: Time-histories of the responses at different points of the CSB with ABAQUS
and with MDyn; (a) vertical displacement of the deck at the centre of the first main span
(D1), (b) torsional rotation of the deck at D1; (c) longitudinal displacement of the top of
the central tower (TT2), (d) transverse displacement of the tower at TT2. Load case B1.
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(a) (b)

Figure 11: Deformed configuration of the CSB at time t = 44.78 s in load case B1: (a)
ABAQUS, (b) MS4. Movement amplified 104 times.

(d), respectively. The same results are obtained with MS1, which indicates642

that the indexed modal truncation does not influence the global tower re-643

sponse, and that it captures accurately 3D effects like the lateral movement644

of the towers induced by the eccentricity of the vehicle.645

Table 4 shows the CPU time required to complete the analysis of load646

case B1 in ABAQUS and in MDyn. In all the cases the analysis stops af-647

ter the truck exits the CSB and travels 530 m further (tmax = 114.2 s),648

which results in 11.42·103 time-steps per analysis. ABAQUS completes the649

calculation in 14.7 minutes, and the generation of the necessary load and650

moment time-histories before the dynamic analysis needs 0.18 minutes more.651

The standard MS0 algorithm requires 2.15 minutes to complete the analysis,652

which represents a 86-% reduction compared with the full-FE solution. This653

is partly attributed to the reduction of 67.2% of the size of Φ by removing654

the cables, the anchorages and the intermediate piers from the MS dynamic655

analysis, and it is also due to the additional operations performed internally656

by commercial FE software to check the quality of the results.657

Case MDyn
study Label Full-FE MS0 MS1 MS2 MS3 MS4 MS5
CSB B1 14.7 (0.18) 2.15 0.89 1.97 1.77 0.21 0.16

B2 206.1 (20.9) 29.7 12.1 27.2 24.3 2.82 2.23
B3 - (427.2) 38.7 16.3 35.9 31.1 5.59 4.70

Table 4: CPU time in minutes for all the analysis cases in the CSB solved with different
methods. The values between brackets represent the additional time required to generate
the nodal load time-histories for the full-FE analysis in ABAQUS. Results obtained using
a Workstation with 32GB of installed RAM and a processor Intel Xeon with 2.4 GHz.

The CPU time is further reduced by adopting the selective choice of the658

vibration modes in MS1. Compared with MS0, reducing the number of vi-659
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bration modes and the size of the mode matrix by 60.1% in MS1 decreases660

the CPU time in the same proportion (59%) without any appreciable influ-661

ence in the results. MS0 and MS1 are not vectorised, and the efficiency of662

the latter stems from the reduction of the size of the modal loop (j-loop in663

Fig. 3(a)). The vectorised algorithm MS4 completely removes this inner loop664

(Fig. 3(b)) and the reduction of the CPU time increases to 93% with respect665

to MS0. Note that both MS0 and MS4 consider exactly the same number of666

modal coordinates in the problem.667

However, the nodal and the SM deactivation techniques are less efficient668

because they reduce the number of the modal coordinates in the problem669

with respect to MS0, but not the range of the inner modal loop, which is670

repeated J = 281 times in both cases (one per vibration mode included671

in the analysis). More specifically, by dectivating all the nodes apart from672

those in the centreline of the deck (MS2) a 26.8%-reduction of the number673

of DOF in the analysis (and in the size of Φ̂ and P(t)) is achieved, but the674

CPU time is reduced only 8%. This is even more evident in MS3, where the675

active SM are reduced by 66.7% because only the vertical and the torsional676

movements are considered, but the CPU time decreases only 18%. It has677

also been observed that activating only the vertical displacement (SMa=1)678

gives exactly the same result in terms of the movement of the deck centreline,679

but it is not adequate to study the response at its edges because the torsion680

induced by the vehicle cannot be captured.681

By combining the four accelerating strategies in MS5 the analysis time682

is reduced down to 0.16 minutes. This represents a time-saving of 93% and683

99% compared with MS0 and with ABAQUS, respectively, getting dynamic684

responses in the bridge that are virtually identical. The reduction of the685

computational effort with MS5 increases the slower the vehicle (because the686

time that it needs to cross the bridge is longer), and the larger the structural687

model or the number of time-steps in the analysis.688

4.4. Single vehicle moving at different speeds; load case B2689

Load case B2 considers a single H20-44 truck that crosses the CSB at690

10 different speeds ranging from 25 to 250 km/h each 25 km/h. Velocities691

above a feasible limit of 175 km/h are considered in order to obtain a complete692

picture of the dynamic response of the bridge.693

Fig. 12(a) shows the forced and the free response factors R in the CSB694

under load case B2, referred to the movement at the midspan point D1.695

ABAQUS and MDyn, in any of its algorithm variations, give very similar696
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Figure 12: Response factors at midspan D1 of the CSB in; (a) load case B2, (b) in load
case B3.

results for the 10 driving velocities considered. A closer look at the results697

with V = 150 km/h, for which the forced response factor is maximised,698

indicates that the algorithms without selective modal truncation (MS2, MS3699

and MS4) give exactly the same response as ABAQUS. This demonstrates700

that the nodal/SM deactivation and the vectorisation of the solver do not701

affect the results. It is also observed that the solution considering all the702

modes below 20 Hz is only 0.05% higher than the result with the proposed703

modal selection in MS1 and MS5, which suggests that the modal filtering704

based on the minimum dynamic modal participation factor ηmin = 0.1% is705

adequate.706

Table 4 presents the CPU time required by ABAQUS and by MDyn to707

perform the 10 different dynamic analyses that compose load case B2. The708

lowest vehicle velocities increase significantly the calculation time because the709

same time-step (∆t = 0.01 s) is maintained in dynamic analyses of longer710

duration. This is extremely onerous in ABAQUS, which takes 3.8 hours to711

complete the analyses and produces results and data files that combined oc-712

cupy more than 6 GB of space. On the other hand, the basic algorithm MS0713

reduces the calculation time by 87% and limits the space requirements to less714

than 9 MB. The performance of the MS algorithm can be further improved715

with the proposed acceleration techniques. The selective modal truncation716

in MS1 reduces the CPU time of the standard truncation in MS0 by 59%.717

This is significantly higher than the 8-% and 18-% reductions observed with718

the nodal deactivation and with the SM deactivation in MS2 and MS3, re-719
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spectively. The vectorisation in MS4 decreases the computational time of its720

non-vectorised counterpart MS0 by 91%, which is almost the same as the 93-721

% reduction obtained with MS5 by combining all the acceleration strategies.722

This shows the efficiency of vectorising the modal operations included in the723

time-loop of the MS algorithm.724

For completeness, the MS5 algorithm is used to calculate the bridge re-725

sponse to a moving H20-44 truck with velocity increments of 1 km/h, from726

5 to 250 km/h. The study is not repeated in ABAQUS because of the very727

large computational time involved; the complete solution of the 256 dynamic728

analyses with different vehicle speeds required 75.5 minutes using MS5, which729

is three times less time that what is needed to perform 10 calculations with730

the same vehicle using ABAQUS. The results of the complete analysis in MS5731

show that the peak forced and free dynamic factors in the CSB are limited732

to R ≈ 1.25 and 0.5, respectively, which are smaller than in the SSB under733

the load case A3. This is attributed to the longitudinal distance between the734

vehicle wheels in the H20-44 truck (Lr +Lf = 4.27 m) and to the continuity735

of the girder between its vertical supports along the deck. The single load736

moving on the SSB induces an undisturbed oscillation in the deck that is only737

dissipated by the structural damping. However, the CSB is a highly hyper-738

static structure in which different parts of the deck contribute to the vertical739

stiffness of the loaded span, reducing its dynamic amplification factors. The740

comparison of these factors in the SSB and in the CSB in Figs. 6 and 12(a),741

respectively, also indicates that the latter does not have a clear pattern of742

vehicle speeds that create the cancellation or amplification of dynamic ef-743

fects, as it was the case in the SSB, particularly in its free response. This744

is explained by the significant importance of the first vibration mode in the745

response of the SSB at its midspan section, whereas in the CSB higher-order746

modes have more relevance in the response.747

4.5. Vehicle convoy moving at different speeds; load case B3748

In this load case the number of vehicles crossing the bridge (Nv) is in-749

creased to explore the influence of the number of moving wheels and the750

length of the vehicle convoy in the results. Load case B3 is composed of751

10 H20-44 trucks spaced at dv = 71.7-m intervals that cross the CSB at the752

same constant speeds as those in load case B2; dv is the longitudinal distance753

between the centroids of consecutive vehicles. The total length of the convoy754

(650 m) is selected to load the complete length of the main spans at certain755

time instants of the analysis.756
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Fig. 12(b) compares the response factors obtained with the proposed MS757

algorithms at the midspan point D1 of the CSB in load case B3. The results758

are identical in the solutions that include all the vibration modes below 20759

Hz, and the difference with the selective modal truncation approaches (MS1760

and MS5) is only 0.08% for the forced response ratio at V = 150 km/h.761

The analysis with load case B3 is not conducted in ABAQUS because762

of its significant computational cost. Only the calculation of the load and763

moment time-histories necessary for the dynamic analysis with the 10 differ-764

ent vehicle speeds in ABAQUS requires more than 7 hours and data files of765

20 GB. This is because the analysis needs to be extended to allow for the766

last truck of the vehicle convoy to exit the bridge, which implies increasing767

the simulation in more than 55 · 103 and 1.1 · 103 additional time-steps when768

V = 5 and V = 250 km/h, respectively. However, in the same conditions the769

CPU time needed to obtain the solution with the standard algorithm MS0770

is 38.7 minutes (see Table 4), which can be further reduced by 7% and 20%771

with the nodal and the SM deactivation strategies in MS2 and MS3, respec-772

tively. The selective modal truncation implemented in MS1 is more efficient773

as it allows a 58-% reduction of the CPU time with respect to MS0. Once774

again, the most efficient strategy is the vectorisation of the time-loop that is775

implemented in the MS4 code, although the time saving with this approach776

(86% in load case B3) is smaller than in the same structure with only one777

vehicle crossing the bridge at 10 different speeds (91% in load case B2). This778

is because the calculation of the nodal force vector Pv within the time-loop779

is repeated for each wheel, and therefore the increment in the number of780

moving loads in load case B3 (with 40 moving wheels) in comparison with781

those in load case B2 (with 4 moving wheels) reduces slightly the efficiency782

of the vectorisation in MS4. Further improvements may be achieved if the783

calculation of Pv is also vectorised, and this could be the scope of a separate784

study.785

Combining all the proposed strategies in MS5 the calculation time re-786

quired to obtain the results for 10 different vehicle speeds in load case B3 is787

4.7 minutes. This allows to extend the analysis and calculate the responses788

for a wider range of velocities in Fig. 12(b). Completing the analyses for the789

convoy of trucks travelling at 246 different speeds takes 159.5 minutes using790

MS5 and it allows to observe interesting dynamic effects in the bridge. The791

results show that compared with the single moving truck in Fig. 12(a), the792

dynamic response factors are significantly smaller when 10 vehicles spaced a793

distance dv = 71.7 m are considered in Fig. 12(b), even if this vehicle ar-794
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rangement loads one of the main spans completely and therefore maximises795

the static response of the bridge at certain instants of the analysis. This is796

because after loading the first main span the convoy continues its movement797

and due to its length it affects both main spans in a period of time, which798

reduces the dynamic amplification of the response at midspan.799

5. Critical vehicle arrangements800

The previous section demonstrated that the dynamic amplification of the801

response can be reduced significantly if the vehicles keep a certain uniform802

spacing (dv), but other configurations may induce resonant effects if they803

match important vibration modes of the structure. This section presents an804

extensive parametric analysis on the influence of the number of vehicles and805

their spacing in the response of the SSB and the CSB. The study considers806

constant separation between vehicles, which not only has an academic interest807

in the study of potential resonant effects in bridges but also a significant808

relevance with the advent of connected autonomous trucks (CATs) in the809

future [26].810

As it was observed in Figs. 6 and 12 the peak response factor depends811

on the vehicle speed. In order to capture the maximum dynamic effects the812

parametric analysis considers H20-44 trucks crossing the bridges at constant813

speeds ranging from V = 100 km/h to 175 km/h (with 5-km/h increments).814

The number of vehicles in the convoy varies from Nv = 1 (single truck) to815

Nv = 10. More than 500 different values of the longitudinal spacing between816

consecutive vehicle centroids (dv) were proposed in each bridge, varying from817

a minimum of dv = 10 m (which leaves a distance of only 1.47 m between818

the rear of a vehicle and the front of the following one) to a maximum of819

dv = 4 km and dv = 10 km in the SSB and in the CSB, respectively. The820

duration of each analysis is adjusted depending on the length of the bridge,821

the length of the convoy and its velocity to allow the last truck to exit the deck822

before finishing the simulation. The only output requested in the analysis is823

the vertical displacement of the midspan section (point D1 in the CSB) to824

obtain its forced response factor R = rZd,max/r
Z
s , where the maximum static825

displacement at midspan (rZs ) is substituted for simplicity by a quasi-static826

value given by the convoy crossing the bridge at a very low speed (V = 5827

km/h) for which the dynamic effects are negligible. Altogether, the proposed828

parametric study is composed of more than 1.6 · 105 dynamic analyses that829

were completed using the algorithm MS5. It is remarked that conducting830
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this study using a commercial FE software would not be possible due to the831

excessive calculation time.832

Fig. 13 presents the peak forced response factors of the vertical midspan833

displacement at the centreline of both bridges for any driving speed: Rp =834

max(R). When dv → 0 the positions of all the vehicles in the convoy coincide835

in a single (heavier) truck and Rp → Rp,1, with Rp,1 representing the peak836

response factor obtained with a single moving vehicle. The results confirm837

that Rp,1 is higher in simply-supported bridges (Rp,1 = 1.427 in the SSB) than838

in bridges with a continuous deck (Rp,1 = 1.196 in the CSB). As the vehicle839

spacing dv increases its influence on Rp can be divided in three regions: (I)840

reduction, (II) amplification, and (III) attenuation.841

The convoy spacing dv in Zone I leads to a reduction of the dynamic842

response compared with the value obtained with a single moving vehicle.843

This is because of the interruption of the free dynamic oscillation of the deck844

due to the presence of several vehicles on the bridge at certain instants. The845

deamplification of the dynamic response in Zone I is more significant the846

more vehicles are included in the convoy. In the case of the SSB this zone847

is relatively narrow, up to dv ≈ 13 m, because of the short length of the848

bridge. However, in the CSB vehicle spacings of up to dv = 200 m can lead849

to significant reductions of the peak dynamic response induced by a single850

moving truck.851

Zone II covers a region of vehicle spacings that are much larger than those852

considered in previous works [13, 16, 22] and it shows significant resonant ef-853
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fects. These are induced by certain vehicle spacings and velocities that result854

in a cadence of loads matching important vibration periods of the structure.855

In both bridges the peak responses are observed when the vehicle spacing is856

tuned to the fundamental vertical period of the deck (1/f1). Therefore, the857

resonant vehicle spacing (dv,R) is given as858

dv,R =
kRVp
f1

, (19)

where kR = 1, 2, 3, · · · represents the number of cycles of the fundamental859

mode of the bridge that are completed in the time that it takes between860

the passing of consecutive vehicles; Vp is the driving speed for which R is861

maximised: in the SSB the first two resonant peaks occur for Vp = 145862

km/h, whilst in the CSB Vp = 175 km/h (the maximum value considered) in863

all the cases.864

Fig. 13 represents with vertical lines the main resonant vehicle spac-865

ings obtained with Eq. (19) in both structures. The strongest resonance is866

observed for kR = 1, 2, where the dynamic effects build up as the number867

of vehicles in the convoy increases. However, above Nv = 5 the increment868

in the number of vehicles is less significant for the peak dynamic displace-869

ments of the deck, particularly in the CSB. This saturation of the dynamic870

response when Nv > 5 may be attributed to the contribution of high-order871

modes. Other peaks of the dynamic response observed in Zone II correspond872

to different vehicle speeds and higher-order vibration modes, but they have873

smaller effects than those observed with dv,R. It is important to remark that874

the maximum value of the response factor with Nv = 10 vehicles is Rp = 4.3875

in both bridges, but it occurs for very different vehicle spacings: dv,R = 42 m876

in the SSB and dv,R = 327 m in the CSB. In fact, the region of Fig. 13 that877

is dominated by resonance (zone II) occurs for significantly shorter values of878

the vehicle spacing in the SSB (from dv = 13 m to dv = 100 m) than in the879

CSB (dv from 200 to 4000 m) because the latter has a longer fundamental880

period. Therefore, vehicle-induced resonance is less likely in the CSB be-881

cause it requires long convoys of trucks with large spacings and without any882

intermediate vehicle breaking the loading sequence.883

Finally, there is region of long vehicle spacings that is characterised by884

the fast attenuation of the peak dynamic responses (zone III). In this region885

the resonant spacing is associated with high values of kR, which implies that886

the deck completes a significant number of oscillation cycles before being887

excited by the next vehicle of the convoy. The amplitude is reduced for888
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each of these cycles thanks to the structural damping, which attenuates the889

resonant effects. This becomes more relevant for shorter vehicle spacings in890

the SSB (dv > 100 m) because its higher fundamental frequency allows to891

dissipate the vibrational energy faster than in the CSB, even if the structural892

damping is considered to be the same in both bridges. Finally, for very long893

vehicle spacings the dynamic responses of the convoys tend asymptotically894

to that produced by a single vehicle (i.e. Rp → Rp,1 when dv →∞). This is895

because the spacing between vehicles is so large that the bridge is completely896

at rest when the next truck of the convoy enters the bridge.897

6. Conclusions898

This work proposes a new modal superposition (MS) algorithm appli-899

cable with generality to any line-like structure. It is based on two novel900

acceleration techniques that involve vectorisation and selective modal trun-901

cation based on a new dynamic participation factor η, in addition it allows902

the efficient deactivation of specific structural nodes and types of movements903

from the analysis. The standard MS algorithm (referred to as MS0), along904

with the four MS acceleration strategies, have been implemented in isola-905

tion (algorithms MS1 to MS4) and in combination (algorithm MS5) in a906

Python [3] library called MDyn. These algorithms were used to obtain the907

traffic-induced response of a short-span simply supported bridge (SSB) and908

a long-span cable-stayed bridge (CSB) subject to different vehicle arrange-909

ments. The solution is compared with that given by the general-purpose910

finite element (FE) solver ABAQUS [18] and with the analytical solution911

(when it is available). The results show that:912

• The MS solutions using ABAQUS (full-FE method) and MDyn are very913

close to the analytical one in the SSB, both in terms of the time-history914

displacements and the peak dynamic response factors for a wide range915

of moving load speeds. On the other hand, the responses given by916

ABAQUS and by MDyn are identical in the SSB and in the CSB when917

the same vibration modes are included in the analysis. However, MDyn918

is significantly faster than ABAQUS in the analysis of both structures.919

• The proposed indexed modal truncation (MS1) allows to select only920

the relevant vibration modes below a certain frequency. The modal921

analysis has two steps in which (1) the relative dynamic contribution to922
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the total traffic-induced response (η) of all the modes below a certain923

frequency is calculated, and (2) a vector with the indices of all the924

modes that have a relative contribution to the total dynamic response925

above a certain limit (ηmin) is created. This is used in the MS analysis926

as an index vector to filter out the modes that are irrelevant to the927

response of interest. In the CSB under traffic actions with ηmin = 0.1%928

the indexed modal truncation reduces the number of vibration modes929

considered in the conventional truncation by 60%, and it brings CPU930

time savings of the same magnitude with truncation errors that are931

below 1%.932

• The deactivation of all the nodes apart from those in the centreline933

of the CSB deck and the consideration of only vertical and torsional934

movements in the structure can reduce significantly the number of DOF935

involved in the analysis (by approximately 27% and 67%, respectively)936

without affecting the results. However, the CPU time savings associ-937

ated with these two strategies are below 20%, which is not proportional938

to their corresponding reductions in the problem size.939

• In all the cases the most efficient acceleration technique is the vec-940

torisation of the modal forcing calculation and the Newmark-β solver941

provided in Section 2.4. This is implemented in the algorithm MS4,942

which compared with the non-vectorised algorithm MS0 reduces the943

CPU time by approximately 70% and 90% in the SSB and in the CSB,944

respectively. It is observed that the efficiency of the vectorisation is945

reduced slightly when the number of moving loads increases, which is946

attributed to the inner loop established to calculate the nodal forcing947

of each vehicle.948

• A parametric study of more than 1.6 · 105 combinations with different949

vehicle arrangements and driving speeds was conducted in MDyn to950

demonstrate the potential of the algorithm MS5. The results show the951

significant influence of the number of vehicles and their spacing in con-952

voys like those resulting from connected autonomous trucks (CATs).953

Reduced vehicle spacings can improve the structural response, but954

larger values can induce significant resonance problems in the deck955

if the cadence of passing trucks matches the fundamental period of the956

structure, particularly in short-span bridges. Therefore, the study of957

critical convoy arrangements should be conducted for all the bridges of958
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the road network to potentially optimise the spacing and the velocity959

of CATs in the future.960

MDyn is available upon request to the author at: acamara@ciccp.es.961
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Appendix A

Function InitVNewmark to initialise the non-iterative vectorised Newmark
solver:

1 def InitVNewmark(P0,q0,qdot0,beta,gamma,dt,M,C,K):
2 ‘’‘’‘’
3 P0: Modal force array in the previous analysis step. Dimension:

Number of modes x 1
4 q0, qdot0, q2dot0: Modal displacement, velocity and acceleration

arrays in the previous analysis step, respectively.
Dimensions: Number of modes x 1

5 beta,gamma: Newmark time-integration parameters. Floating point
real scalar.

6 dt: Time-step.
7 M, C, K: Modal mass, damping and stiffness arrays, respectively

. Dimensions: Number of modes x 1.
8 Note: M = 1 if modes are normalised with respect to mass. C = 2*

xi*w, K = w**2, with xi and w being the damping ratio and the
circular frequency of each mode.

9 ‘’‘’‘’
10

11 tempv = P0-np.multiply(C,qdot0)-np.multiply(K,q0)
12 q2dot0 = np.multiply((1./M),tempv)
13 Kbar = K+(gamma/(beta*dt))*C+(1./(beta*(dt**2)))*M
14 a = (1./(beta*dt))*M+(gamma/beta)*C
15 b = (1./(2*beta))*M+dt*((gamma/(2*beta))-1)*C
16

17 return q2dot0,Kbar,a,b

Function VNewmark to execute the non-iterative vectorised Newmark solver:
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1 def VNewmark(P0,P,q0,qdot0,q2dot0,beta,gamma,dt,Kbar,a,b):
2 ‘’‘’‘’
3 P0, P: Modal force array in previous and current analysis steps,

respectively. Dimensions: Number of modes x 1
4 q0, qdot0, q2dot0: Modal displacement, velocity and acceleration

arrays in the previous analysis step, respectively.
Dimensions: Number of modes x 1

5 q, qdot, q2dot: Modal displacement, velocity and acceleration
arrays in the current analysis step, respectively. Dimensions
: Number of modes x 1

6 beta,gamma: Newmark time-integration parameters. Floating point
real scalar.

7 dt: Time-step.
8 ‘’‘’‘’
9

10 dpbar = (P-P0)+np.multiply(a,qdot0)+np.multiply(b,q2dot0)
11 dq = np.multiply((1./Kbar),dpbar)
12 dqdot = (gamma/(beta*dt))*dq-(gamma/beta)*qdot0+dt*(1-(gamma

/(2*beta)))*q2dot0
13 dq2dot = (1./(beta*(dt**2)))*dq-(1./(beta*dt))*qdot0-(1./(2*

beta))*q2dot0
14 q = q0 + dq
15 qdot = qdot0 + dqdot
16 q2dot = q2dot0 + dq2dot
17

18 return q,qdot,q2dot

Nomenclature

m̄eff
SM,j Relative effective modal mass activated by mode j in direction SM

V̄j Non-dimensional speed of the moving load with respect to the j-th
mode

β, γ Newmark-β time-integration parameters

φ̂ Modal shape of the j-th vibration mode after nodal deactivation

ιSM Rigid body motion of the structure in direction SM

ξ̃ Vector with the damping ratios of all the modes after the indexed
modal truncation

∆t Analysis time-step
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ηkSM,j Dynamic modal contribution factor of the j-th mode at node k in
direction SM

ηmin Minimum dynamic modal contribution above which a vibration mode
should be included in the MS analysis

K̄, a,b Arrays needed to initialise the Newmark-β solver

Φ̂ Reduced modal matrix after the indexed modal truncation and the
nodal deactivation

P̂s Total generalised force at the nodes selected after nodal deactivation

P̂v, P̂w, P̂e Generalised forces due to vehicles, wind and earthquakes at the
nodes selected after nodal deactivation

r̂s, ˙̂rs, ¨̂rs Generalised nodal displacements in the nodes selected after nodal
deactivation, and their time-derivatives

Ω Frequency vector

Φ,φ, φ Modal matrix, vector and component, respectively

Ω̃ Reduced frequency vector after the indexed modal truncation

Φ̃ Reduced modal matrix after the indexed modal truncation

M̃, C̃, K̃ Vectors containing the modal mass, damping and stiffness of all the
modes considered after the indexed modal truncation

P̃0, P̃ Modal forcing vectors in the previous and in the current time-step of
the analysis

q̃0, ˙̃q0,
¨̃q0 Reduced vector of modal coordinates after the indexed modal trun-
cation at the end of the previous analysis step, and its time-derivatives

q̃, ˙̃q, ¨̃q Reduced vector of modal coordinates after the indexed modal trun-
cation, and its time-derivatives

jr Vector with the indices of the relevant vibration modes

kr Vector with the indices of the nodes selected after nodal deactivation
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Ms,Cs,Ks Mass, damping and stiffness matrices

Ps Nodal forcing vector

q Vector of modal coordinates

rs, ṙs, r̈s Generalised nodal displacements and their time-derivatives

tv Time vector

µ Mass of the deck per unit length

Ωj Driving excitation frequency of the vehicle with respect to the j-th
mode

ωj Circular frequency of the j-th mode

ωd,j Damped circular frequency of the j-th vibration mode

φkSM,j j-th modal coordinate at node k in direction SM

ϕj Phase angle of the free vibration corresponding to the j-th mode of
the SSB

ξj Modal damping ratio of the j-th mode

c Parameter related to the free vibration of the SSB

cv Transverse distance between wheels in the H20-44 truck

dv Distance between the centroids of consecutive vehicles in the convoy

dv,R Vehicle spacing in the convoy that induces resonance in the deck

EI Vertical flexural stiffness of the deck

f1 Frequency of the fundamental vibration mode

J Order of the highest vibration mode of interest

Jr Number of vibration modes included after the indexed modal trunca-
tion

jjr Index of the j-th mode selected in the indexed modal truncation
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Kr Number of nodes selected for the dynamic analysis after nodal deac-
tivation

kR Multiplier of the bridge fundamental period in the calculation of dv,R

kkr Index of the k-th node selected after nodal deactivation

L Span of the SSB

Lf , Lr Distance between the H20-44 truck centroid and its front and rear
axles

meff
SM,j Effective modal mass activated by mode j in direction SM

mj Modal mass of the j-th mode

N Number of degrees of freedom (DOF)

Nn Number of nodes in the structure

Nv Number of vehicles in the convoy

P Wheel load in the SSB case study

Pf , Pr Load of each front and rear wheel in the H20-44 truck

Pj Modal forcing of the j-th mode

qj, q̇j, q̈j Modal coordinate of the j-th mode and its time-derivatives

R Ratio between the peak dynamic displacement and the maximum
static deflection at midspan

rkSM,J Response of the structure at node k in direction SM when the first J
vibration modes are included in the MS analysis

rZd Vertical dynamic displacement at midspan

rZs Maximum vertical static displacement at midspan

Rp Peak dynamic response factor induced by a vehicle convoy for any
driving speed
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Rp,1 Peak dynamic response factor induced by a single moving vehicle for
any driving speed

tmax Time instant in which the simulation stops

V Vehicle speed

Vp Driving speed for which R is maximised

Xj Amplitude of the contribution of the j-th vibration mode to the free
vibration of the SSB

SM Number of structural movements before the SM deactivation

SMa Number of structural movements after the SM deactivation
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